
SKS Technologies were engaged to complete MYOB’s new Melbourne 
Head Office. Located at 17–21 Harcourt Parade, Cremorne. The project 
involved a substantial audio visual presence with a high quality permanent 
installation using high-quality commercial-grade equipment. The premises 
consists of Focus Rooms, 4,8 and 12P Conference Rooms, Boardroom, 
Collaboration Spaces, Training Rooms and a Town Hall Space. 

The technology solution is focused on a Microsoft Teams environment 
to enable a familiar and consistent experience for all users. Due to the 
tight integration with IT systems and infrastructure, SKS Technologies 
worked closely with the client’s IT department to ensure the successful 
deployment of inter-dependent systems. 

The user experience was carefully considered to make it easy for staff to 
work, share and collaborate. Technologies included Crestron room booking 
systems, Crestron Flex, Crestron control systems, Shure microphones, QSC 
DSPs, and Samsung displays throughout.

In addition there was the requirement for Agile LCD Boards to be hung 
from the ceiling throughout the open work areas for individual business 
units to display and manage content and other information. 

SKS were also awarded the Electrical and Communication Package. This 
consisted of 4 levels of exposed ceiling sprayed with vermiculite fire spray. 
This meant that exposed fixings for light fittings, cable supports and 
communications equipment had to be installed prior to the spray being 
applied with all final connections being post spray. In-depth planning was 
required to accomplish this challenge.  

SKS installed R&M as the Cat6A & Fibre Optic Communications Vendor for 
this project and a Wireless Access Point network was also installed, with 
MYOB being a software company the reliability of IT Network was a critical 
element of this project.  

SKS were delighted to be shortlisted as a preferred contractor by MYOB 
which led to our ultimate engagement to complete this project. 
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